
 Music Guidelines for Leighton Buzz Radio Presenters

These guidelines are designed to help us ensure that we
provide the best possible mix of music for our listeners and
apply to all presenters

1. Buzzing Music Mix

If you are a presenter of the Buzzing Music Mix then you are a key voice for Leighton Buzz Radio. 

The role of a Buzzing Music Mix presenter is to sound excited and thrilled with the music that we 
play and to take the audience with you. Voice Tracking for a hits station is a skilled job and takes 
mastery and practice. Most big hit stations are doing this and none of the DJs have a choice in the 
music they play

The Buzzing Music Mix has been carefully curated to include mainstream hits and popular songs to 
appeal to the largest audience. Think of these daytime slots as the Radio 2 of Leighton Buzzard. You 
will have the ability to add your own music if you have a track that is relevant to a particular story 
you are talking about but these slots are not a place to make your own and your personal taste in 
music may not fit with the bigger plan. If you have a burning desire to play a certain genre than you 
can apply to have your own show. 

If you do, for any reason, add a particular song to the station please read 2. Shows Music below 

To make the show your own you can re-order where songs play and if you particularly hate a song 
then by all means swap it with a song from the ‘General’ category. It is important to understand that 
the automation system separates songs and songs from the same artist and so swapping too much 
around will affect this and the song you pick may well be playing in the hour after you finish, for 
example.. so please check to ensure this is not the case.

If you pick a song from a category other than “General” you must listen to the song entirely to check 
for swearing of anything offensive. If you hear a song in the General category that seem 
inappropriate, please report it to the station manager.

2. Shows Music 

As a presenter of a specific music show/genre you have the ability to upload your own music. 

To make sure we make the best use of the system and don’t impact the overall music mix on the 
station there are a number of crucial steps to follow.  Failure to do so can cause the administrators 
of the station a lot of headaches and problems and generally result in them becoming very grumpy.

When adding music using the music finder in WebVT the following must be followed: 



Check Duplications

Use the media finder before adding your track to ensure that each and every track you want to add 
is not already in the station.  Duplications take up valuable space and require an administrator to go 
through and delete and recategorise tracks.

When searching in the media finder please make sure that the category box shows the word 
“category” and not a specific genre. This way you can check all categories for your song choice. Type 
= Song Category = Shows Music If you are aware that the song you have chosen is offensive in 
anyway please use the alternative category ‘Instrumental, Other and explicit” 

NO BULK UPLOADING. EVER
Whenever bulk uploading has taken place, duplications happen that is why this is not permitted.

Sometimes your tracks may not appear to load; please wait and come back before trying again – this 
often results in multiple duplications. 

IMPORTANT If you pick a song from a category other than “General” you must listen to the song 
entirely to check for swearing of anything offensive. If you hear a song in the General category that 
seem inappropriate, please report it.

3. Interviews 

When loading interviews: 

Type=Voice,  

Category= Temporary Interviews 

Click “other” and add a kill date that this interview will be deleted from the station.

When recording or using interviews please ensure that you have the interviewees permission to 
broadcast the interview.  It is also important to ensure that the interview is not just a long free 
advert for a business as this undermines our station sponsors and advertisers.  Businesses and 
organisations can give their contact details once and ensure that the people you interview are 
talking about things that are interesting for your listeners.


